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50th Budget of Bangladesh
Macroeconomic Strength Giving Hope

Despite global
slowdown growth
6.1 for current FY,
and 7.2 for the
next.

Investment-GDP
ratio to be
increased from
32.2 to 33.1.
Reserve exceeds
USD 45 billion.

Per capita income
USD 2,227 in this
FY, and USD 2,462
in next FY.
Remittance
increasing USD 2
billion per month.

Inflation
controlled (5-6%).
Export increasing.
Agriculture
providing
protection.

Budget on the “path towards resilient future”
Industry &
businessfriendly
taxation

Employment
Generation

Social
security &
COVID
care

Safeguarding
the marginal
& vulnerable

Projected
GDP
growth
7.2%

Budget
2021-22

Budget could be braver in health allocations

4%

Increase in health budget. Total allocations BDT 330
billion. This is 5.4% of the total budget. We expected
this share to be at least 7%.

Policymakers (probably) have considered the spending
efficiency. Recently, on an average- 76% of the health
development allocations has been spent. Unspent
BDT
100
billion

24%

Allocated to combat corona. The target of vaccinating
80% of the citizens is commendable. So is the initiative
incentivize setting up hospitals outside Dhaka.

Priorities are well set
Commendable continuity in education allocations. Digital education could
be further prioritized. Price of internet & devices should not be increased.

Role of agriculture in safeguarding the economy acknowledged (7.3%
increase in budget. Farsighted initiatives (Farmers’ Market, Seed Bank etc.).

SSNP allocations constitute almost 18% of the budget. “Digital Targeting”
& “list of vulnerable” is of critical importance.

Power & Energy, and Transport & Communication:
Continuity Maintained to Keep the Economy Moving

Power &
Energy gets
4.5%, and
Transport &
Comm. gets
11.9% of the
budget.

These will
improve
investment
climate.
Enable
employment
generation.

Fuel storage
capacity
increased
(1.32 million
ton). Enhanced
energy security.

Maintaining
pace of
megaprojects
pivotal.

More
initiatives
for green
energy
needed.

Business-Friendly Tax Proposals:
Strongest Part of the Proposed Budget
7.5% and 2.5% tax reductions respectively for one person and association of
person companies will benefit smaller entrepreneurs and incentive them to get in
the tax net.

Tax relaxations for Corona treatment equipment imports; and incentivizing
domestic producer of home electronic appliances are timely initiatives.

Raising turnover tax limit of women entrepreneurs to BDT 7 million is positive. Ecommerce and startups could be further facilitated.

Business-friendly vs. People-friendly: A False Dichotomy

Domestic Industry-Friendly Revenue Policy
10-year tax holiday for motor car production. Tax holidays for agroprocessing and healthcare entrepreneurs.
Tax facilities for home electronic appliance producers (an
appropriate measure considering the rise of MAC population)

Easing of source tax and VAT on imported raw materials.

Celebrating “Made in Bangladesh”

Some proposals need reconsidering

Imposition of 5
to 7.5%
corporate tax of
MFS providers
is not
appropriate.

Tax on income
of private
universities
should have
been
decreased.

Income tax of
tobacco
producers
remains same
(47.5%). Could
be increased.

These should
be discussed
during the
Budget Session
of the
Parliament.

Deficit Financing & Budget Implementation
▪ Should not worry about 6+ deficit. Because
inflation is under control.

▪ The economy is far from “Full Capacity”.
▪ Taking loans from Banking system not risky as
there is adequate liquidity.
▪ Allocations are most cautious. So, there is no
scope of lagging in implementation.
▪ Need to be ready for changes in accordance
with the pandemic situation.
▪ Special allocations should be made to address
pandemic emergencies in the border areas
(where the infection is rising rapidly).

No alternative to
getting vaccines at all
any cost.
Not money, but vaccines are the main
concern now. We should worry less
about deficit, growth etc., and focus
on getting 60-70% of the population
vaccinated as fast as possible. That
will relieve the people and boost
business confidence.

